
Writing Process 2017



Step 1: Introduction--Attention Getters

Attention getters should:

Be a statement that relates to your topic

Get readers interested and state something 

shocking/emotional about a universal idea 

Only be 1-2 sentences in length 



Attention Getter
For attention getters, you can: 

 Insert a quotation:

 Ex:” Our attitude toward life determines life's attitude towards us.”  --Earl 
Nightingale

 Use a shocking statistics: 

 Ex: Did you know that drivers that use cell phones are four times as likely to 
get into crashes serious enough to injure themselves?

 Ponder a big, broad statements:

 Ex: In life, one must overcome many trials and tribulations.

 Utilize imagery or tell a story set the scene:

 Ex: Imagine walking along the hot, grainy sand on the beach.  Can you smell 
the salty water and hear the cool breeze whispering in your ear?

 Ex: The crowd was wild. The music was booming. The sun was shining. The 
cash registers were ringing.



Write your own Attention Getters

Topic: True friendship can be difficult.

Topic: Loneliness can be a struggle in society.

Now, write one for your Romeo and Juliet topic!  



Step 2: Introduction—Background Information

 Background information should:

Be 2-4 sentences in length 

Summarize major events of the novel

Introduce the reader to characters, 

themes, motifs, etc… you will be 

referencing

Guide the reader to your thesis statement 

and the claim you will be making in your 

paper



Step 2: Introduction—Background Information

 Sample Background Information

 Topic: True friendship can be difficult.

 Attention Getter: Friendship is one of life’s greatest gifts; 
however, it does not come without its fair share of ups and 
downs. 

 Background Information:  Friendship was a major struggle for 
the two main characters, Lennie and George, in John 
Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men.  Lennie and George were lucky to 
have each other on their journey through life, but that did not 
mean that their journey came without difficulties. George and 
Lennie’s relationship faced many issues and was put to the test, 
ultimately ending in the toughest decision George ever had to 
make. 



Step 2: Introduction—Background Information

NOW: Below, write your attention getter that 

you created for the topic below.  Then, create 

your own background information for that 

attention getter.

Topic: Loneliness can be a struggle in society. 



Step 3: Introduction—Thesis Statement 

 Step 3: Introduction Paragraph-Thesis Statement

 The final step to your introduction is your thesis statement. 

Your thesis statement is the road map to your paper and tells 

the reader what your claim or argument will be and what 

main ideas you will use to prove it.

 Author and Title:

 Main Idea:

 Verb:

 Topic/Theme:

 Combine to create thesis statement:



Bell work: unscramble the 

following…

THESIS:
VERB

TITLE AND 
AUTHOR

THEME

MAIN IDEAS

INTRODUCTION:

THESIS

BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION

ATTENTION 

GETTER



Body Paragraphs
•Topic sentence: Steal this from your thesis statement

•Set up your evidence/examples: Explain what is happening in the story 

at this point

•Lead in to the evidence/examples (In the text it states, “……..”)

•Evidence/examples: Give your examples (quotes or paraphrased) from 

the text

•Provide citation (author’s last name and page number)

•Analysis: Explain those examples, tell us how they prove the thesis

• Summary sentence: Summarize the points you just 

made and conclude the paragraph—reference or tie to 

thesis statement



Sample Body Paragraph

 Throughout the novel Of Mice and Men, Lennie and George’s 

relationship shows that even though they are true friends, that 

friendship can be difficult at times. In the novel, George is responsible for 

Lennie and is always watching out for him.  He sometimes wishes, though 
that he did not have to take care of Lennie as much as he does.  In the text, 
George says to Lennie, “’An’ whatta I got,’ George went on furiously, ‘I got 

you! You can’t keep a job and you lose me ever’ job I get.  Jus’ keep me 

shovin’ all over the country all the time.  An’ that ain’t the worst.  You get in 

trouble.  You do bad things I got to get you out.’” (Steinbeck 11). At this 

point, George is angry and resentful towards Lennie because Lennie messes 

up opportunities for George.  Even though they are friends and George cares 

for Lennie a great deal, he gets frustrated with him and shows that they are 

sometimes difficulties in their relationship as friends. Overall, the 

relationship of Lennie and George shows that even the 

best and closest of friendship can be difficult at times. 



Body Paragraphs

Now, using the sample from yesterday, 

create your own body paragraphs!



Conclusions: Step 1—Restate thesis

1 sentence 

The first step in creating a conclusion is 

restating your thesis.  You may make minor 

changes to it or write it exactly as you have it 

in your conclusion. The important thing is 

that it restates your claim and main ideas.



Conclusions: Step 2—Summarize Main 

Points

 2-4 Sentences 

 After you’ve restated your thesis, you need to summarize 
your main ideas.  Remind the reader of the evidence 
you’ve given to prove your claim, or, prove your thesis

 What characters did you talk about?

 What were your main ideas?

 How would you summarize your paper if someone asked 
you what it was about?



Conclusions: Step 3—Parting Thoughts 

2-4 Sentences 

 In your parting thoughts, you want to provide 

closure or a revelation related to attention 

grabber to cause readers to remember your 

essay.  Why should your audience care?  You 

communicated big ideas; so what?  


